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..The co-founder and managing director of bitcoin.org, a non-profit organisation based in San
Francisco, has been charged in connection with stealing millions of dollars in charity donations
over six years, according to court documents posted on the website of a San Francisco federal
judge. Nathaniel Veems, 28, was accused by prosecutors on Monday of engaging in a multi-

million dollar fraud through the organisation he co-founded, the Bitcoin Foundation. The group
was tasked with building up and maintaining the bitcoin currency, but the FBI alleges Veems

used its charitable status to steal the bitcoins for his own benefit. The criminal complaint, filed
by federal prosecutors in the eastern district of New York, charged Veems with conspiracy to
commit wire fraud, wire fraud and the theft of more than $1m in charitable donations through
Bitcoin Foundation, a network of websites, merchants and online services associated with the

bitcoin currency. A civil lawsuit brought by the foundation in 2013 alleged Veems and five
other foundation leaders stole millions of dollars in donations. Bitcoin’s mysterious founder,

with an eye on building a new world order | Dean Burnett Read more According to the
complaint, Veems, a cybersurfing hacker, was recruited by the foundation to build a model for
other non-profit groups to establish themselves as bitcoin charities. It is not clear how many of
the more than 250,000 bitcoins donated to the foundation have been returned to donors. In a

statement, federal prosecutors said the foundation, which shut down earlier this month,
“engaged in deliberate and deceptive practices”. Although the foundation argued it had

registered with the Department of Homeland Security, prosecutors argued it was actually a
scheme to steal money from donors. “Veems, along with other defendants, specifically sought
to obtain the bitcoins for their own personal financial benefit,” prosecutors wrote in a motion
to seize them. “The Foundation and Veems were not designed to, and did not, do anything

that was of value to the bitcoin economy or the digital currency in and of itself.” Bitcoins can
be used for micropayments and e-commerce, as well as being accepted in charitable

donations. The value of the currency soared in 2013 when the value of bitcoin hit $1,000.
However, last year the coin dropped to around $120. Veems reportedly invested his own

funds into the foundation, his personal website alleged in 2013, and became its chairman.
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